
| Asset Management

| Locate Remote Objects 

| No monthly fees per object

| Your objects are clearly displayed in the  

EasyTrack online platform

| Suitable for alltypes of objects and 

materials, like; generators, pumps and 

others
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| Objects

Being able to locate objects at distance is not 

new in itself. However, this meant that every 

object had to be equipped with a black box 

and you were faced with monthly costs per 

object. These costs can add up. EasyTrack 

RFID Asset Management allows you to locate 

your objects without this monthly fee per item.

| Locate your objects and assets remotely
Do you have generators, pumps, containers, tools & trailers and would you like to know where 

your materials are located at any time? Then EasyTrack RFID Asset Management is the right 

solution. EasyTrack ERAM combines real-time fleet management and asset management on a 

single platform.

| Function & Purpose

RFID stands for Radio Frequency Identification. It is a technology to identify objects or persons 

by using radio signals. Each object is equipped with an RFID-tag and will be read remotely by a 

RFID reader. This RFID reader is connected to the EasyTrack GPS / GPRS unit in your vehicle. 

The positions of your objects are visualized via Google maps or displayed in a textual summary.

| EasyTrack ERAM

Once an object, such as a container or an 

aggregate, is dropped at a location, the RFID 

connection will be broken and at that time the 

location will be recorded through GPS and 

then forwarded directly to the server  by the 

EasyTrack GPS/GPRS vehicle unit.
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